North Pole Crossword Puzzle Clues

ACROSS

DOWN

3. Leader of the reindeer

1. What Santa does to the reins

7. Up on this there was a lot of clatter

2. The Naughty and Nice are listed in a big
leather one

8. A bashful elf
9. What Mrs Claus does in the kitchen
12. How Santa travels

3. After Santa is out in the cold his cheek get
this color

13. Mr and _ _ _ Claus

4. To Take Off the reindeer jump in this
direction

16. Where the elves make presents

5. A snowy bird which is not a what, but a HOO

19. Rudolph needs to shine his nose so it can
light the way through this mist

6. Three big hearty Santa laughs

21. Santa would always like to do this by his
cozy fireplace
22. The North Pole is a lot colder than this
place home to the Munchkins
23. Bobby had this on his list and he was now old
enough to ride one

10. Santa’s helpers
11. What Santa does when the cocoa is too hot
14. A type of icy cone at the North Pole
15. Rudolph had to light the way because it was _ _ _ _ _ _ _ very hard
17. They help pull the sleigh

24. A type of cane loved by girls and boys

18. In what does Mrs Claus bake the cookies

25. A tasty type of house

20. Each elf was busy building one of these to
play with

29. Santa collapses into this after a long night
of deliveries
30. Many presents are put in this then wrapped
by the elves
31. Santa checks this for every child to ensure
they are asleep when he arrives

24. The elves were building the toy train with
this on the end
26. The elves like to skate on this
27. Santa does his deliveries on Christmas _ _ _
28. Santa knows that December 25th is an
important _ _ _ _
29. What Santa Wears when eating so he
doesn’t stain his suit
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